Annual Report
2019
"If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together"
(African Proverb)

Dear Partners, Friends and Supporters of dropforlife
Social Entrepreneurship in Madagascar
In the fall of 2019, we travelled to the South of Madagascar and visited
the different fishermen villages at the South West coast. It was our first
project visit since it's launch in the summer of 2018.
Adrian Rutishauser - representing our project partner NEXUS GmbH organized an impressive and exciting journey to the local beneficiaries.
Even if the current status lags behind the original business plan, it was a
great pleasure to see that more than 40 locals obtained a job and earn a
stable salary with their activities for NEMACO. In addition, the fishermen
gain trust and confidence in the new partner, guaranteeing a possibility to
sell their daily catch at stable prices. The challenge for NEMACO is to
reach the break-even point as soon as possible and ensure a working
and efficient supply chain from the coast to the local market places. It is
our goal to reduce the support activity from Switzerland as soon as
possible by building capable local capacity.
Visit our website (dropforlife.org) to learn more from the comprehensive
project visit report (dropblog posted on 24th October 2019).
NEXUS Centres in Nepal
The political changes led to negative economic consequences for our
three NEXUS Centres in Nepal. Together with our long-standing partner
ECCA in Nepal, we were able to identify a promising approach and plan
to transfer the water purifying technologies to different schools, where
children and young adults will benefit from clean water. We hope to solve
local legal barriers soon to realize our alternative plan.
Online Support for dropforlife
We successfully launched our online tool “Give Now” and replace our
membership model. We believe that an online donation possibility offers
many more opportunities to supporters from a one-time donation to
recurring donations on a monthly or annual basis.
We wish you joy with the new format of our annual report and encourage
you to dive into our stories.

André Günter
President
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Safe Water Program
Key Facts

Less than
1CHF

TO BRING CLEAN WATER TO
ONE PERSON IN NEPAL

OF CLEAN WATER IN
ONE YEAR

15'100

CHF 80'000

BOTTLES OF WATASOL

3)

sold and distributed in 2019
CHF 720 of revenues generated
(CHF 0.05 per bottle)

5

Liters
3.6 Mio

new schools

21 refresher trainings

INVESTED SINCE 2012

34 schools 1) 2)
13'700 students, 1'000 teachers
82'600 people with access to
clean water

350 coliform tests

4)

37 capacity building
initiatives

75 community
outreach programs
Notes
1) Schools count on average around 350 students (53% male, 47% female), and show an attendance rate of more than 90%.
2) Water Supply: schools typically get water through fixed pipelines, wells, or town water supply. The water is not drinkable and needs purification.
3) WATASOL is an active chlorine solution developed by the Swiss NGO Antenna. One bottle of WATASOL (60ml) provides for 240 litres of drinking water.
4) Coliform bacteria are one of the major causes for waterborne diseases such as diarrhoea.
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Safe Water Program
Key Facts
Example of Water Quality Test
performed by ECCA
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Safe Water Program
Testimonials

When reaching at the doors of houses and
in front of people, I was really nervous
since it was a new experience. But slowly,
my confidence developed. Along with my
friends, I could slowly convince people
about polluted water related diseases.”
Lakash Dangol, member in Zing Junior Nature
club of Zing Secondary School, Khokana,
Lalitpur (14-15 years old).

I personally have gained lot more
knowledge about water
purification method and how we
can help others to become safe
from water borne disease.
Previously, we had only learned
from the books about water
related diseases."
Samridhi Rai, of Milestone English School from
Nahiti, Lalitpur and the President of Milestone
Avenger Nature Club (14-15 years old).
www.dropforlife.org

NEMACO
How it works
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NEMACO
Key Facts
Blended
Financing
Model

CHF 150’000 interest-free loan dropforlife
CHF 375’000 regular loans, interest-bearing
CHF 210’000 convertible loans
CHF 20’000 equity
CHF 755’000 total amount invested

Start of Operations mid 2019
Break-even expected in 2022 (year 3)
Support from Switzerland for capacity
building required until 2021

45 employees
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Nexus Centres

of fish
1.1 tons
average catch per week in 2020
www.dropforlife.org

Expected sales of US$ 20’000 in first
semester 2020
95% of revenues from fish
5% of revenues from drinking water

400 fishermen families per
village
6

collection points
planned in 2020

50 tons of fresh fish
target volume for 2020

Women Group Social Enterprise
How it works
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Women
Group
Social
Enterprise
Women Group Social Enterprise
Key Facts

Key economic facts
CHF 39’000 received from philanthropic investor Walder Wyss AG
CHF 18’565 first tranche for 10 social enterprises
CHF 5’470 invested in first 3 pilot cases
CHF 13'095 remaining amount to be invested
CHF 7’365 invested in 10 water infrastructures
CHF 20'435 alternative investment opportunities under evaluation

2.8

students currently benefitting
from water infrastructures

2.6 CHF per student

invested to provide clean water

2

water infrastructures
under construction, others to follow

Learnings after first three pilot cases revealed that chances for sustainable success are
limited, mainly due to competition of other NGOs which follow pure donation model.
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NEXUS Nepal
Change Direction
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NEXUS Nepal
Change Direction

3

NEXUS Centres

CHF 225'000
Investment

Successful start selling clean water

Series of unforeseen events require change from original business plan
Earthquakes and flooding slowed the build-up of the social businesses
Change of political environment (new legislation) cause negative impact on economics
of business model (expensive licenses, new barriers for foreign direct investments)
dropforlife defined exit strategy and works with project partner to ensure meaningful
continued use of technology for the benefit of the local population
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NEXUS Nepal
Our Plan
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Organization

more than 60 days
invested by the team

Change from membership model to online donation
model GIVE NOW
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Financial statement
Retrospective
More than 10 years ago, we started dropforlife with a mission to change the way
development aid is being done. We believe that traditional development aid
should be more focussed on disaster recovery in cases of natural disasters or
situations of war and other human catastrophes.
Terms such as Impact Investing or Social Entrepreneurship were not widely
known at that time. We observe that the awareness to apply more business
principles with involvement of local business people as necessities for a
sustainable and lasting improvement of standards of living is increasing across
the world.
The importance of clean water was not recognized in the developed world for a
long time. Only with the public speech of the ex Chairman of Nestlé, Peter
Brabeck, at the World Economic Forum in Davos in 2012, the relevance of water
started to create more awareness to a larger part of our society. Since then,
articles about the importance of water as a sustainable resource can be found
almost on a daily basis.
All these developments encourage us to go on and further build on what we have
learnt in all these years. COVID-19 showed in an impressive way how small our
world is and how vulnerable with are as a society. It also showed how necessary
it is to take responsibility and act for a better world. Even if it remains to be seen
how lasting the long-term impact of that experience will be on all of us, nobody
will forget the scar that this crisis caused to society, self-confidence and selfconception.
After successful nine years of partnership with Victorinox for the Safe Water
Program, the firm decided to stop its support of this program. Today, we are
proud that thanks to Victorinox, dropforlife reached more than 80’000 people with
clean water, at a cost of around CHF 1 per person. Thank you, Victorinox, for an
incredible trust and support, and for enabling dropforlife to start its activities for
almost a decade.
www.dropforlife.org
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Financial statement
Outlook
We were able to further expand into new partnerships with financial partners and
start to realize new social entrepreneurship businesses in the are of clean water.
We thank our partners for their trust and shared believe in our mission of pursuing
new approaches as alternatives to the more common approach of pure donation.
Our goal is to keep an open dialogue, provide maximum and meaningful
transparency about the positive and negative experiences we are making in our
projects. We strongly believe that this approach is increasing credibility and is
creating trust in what we do, leading to the right partnerships with people and
companies, who have the courage to follow new approaches to development aid.
Especially in times when certain projects require a change of direction, it is
important to focus on the learnings and opportunities. Controversial discussions in
our team and constant self-reflection are part of small steps on a long journey. We
are in for a marathon, not for a sprint.
In 2020 and 2021, we are actively managing a successful transition from the Nexus
Centres in Nepal to a number of schools, who will be able to benefit from the water
technologies. We are further focussing on supporting the NEMACO project in
Madagscar and bring that social start-up to the next level.
An increased communication activity through our social media channels will result
in traction and more supporters for a growing dropforlife community.
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